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Award Designation and Category:  
GOLD Food & Beverage 
 
Campaign Title: As Real As it Tastes 
Year the campaign took place: 2021 
 

 
 

Brand: Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer 
Creative Agency: FCB New York 
Media Company/Agency: FCB New York 
Research Company: Anheuser: Busch InBev 
Additional Affiliated Companies: Firefish, Draftline, Dentsu, 3PM  
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Summary of the marketing challenge, methodology, insight 
discovered, creative execution and business impact. 
Ever since ‘White Claw Summer’, hard seltzers have rocked the alcohol 
industry. For Anheuser-Busch, the world’s biggest beer brewer, that’s a big 
problem and opportunity. Which is why, when the brand launched Michelob 
ULTRA’s hard seltzer, we tackled consumers’ biggest complaint about them: 
Hard seltzers taste fake.  
  
First, we identified a growth audience no-one was speaking to — affluent 
drinkers looking for a real-tasting, lower carb/lower sugar option. Then we 
identified a motivating product truth: Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer has no 
artificial flavoring and is USDA Certified Organic, so it tastes real, unlike the 
artificial-tasting competition.   
  
But the real magic came when we elevated the product truth into a broader 
cultural insight: The prevalence of fakery in the world (fake news, deep 
fakes...) has left us all craving something we know is real. “As Real As It 
Tastes” takes on fakeness in the category and the world — from faking out 
Super Bowl viewers with celebrity doppelgängers to revealing people’s fake 
Twitter followers, to calling out our competitors’ fake aftertaste.   
 
In just 2 months, the brand joined White Claw and Truly as a top-3 talked-
about hard seltzer, became the brand most recognized as better-for-you, 
and was second biggest gainer in market share.    
    
 
 
Consumer Insight  
The rise of fakery in the world has left us all longing for something that we 
know is real.  
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Marketing Challenge 
Since 2013, industry beer sales by volume had been steadily declining, 
driven by a decrease in alcohol consumption and new category 
exploration.1 In 2019 alone, overall the beer category consumption shrunk 
by -2.3%, with domestic beer faring worse at -3.6%.1  
  
Hard seltzer, on the other hand, was exploding. The hard seltzer market is 
the fastest-growing segment in the alcohol market. In 2019 alone, hard 
seltzer volume increased by nearly 50% and is projected to triple by 2023.2   
  
Hard seltzer’s popularity was largely due to the rise of Health & Wellness 
culture.3 But no hard seltzer brand was truly delivering on it in their 
positioning. This was the perfect opportunity for a brand already respected 
for its lower calories, lower carbs credentials to launch the first 
nationally distributed USDA Certified Organic hard seltzer. Michelob ULTRA’s 
equity as the first brand to introduce the first nationally distributed organic 
beer (Pure Gold) would also give it much-needed credibility.   
  
In 2018, there were 10 hard seltzer brands; in 2019, there were 26; and in 
2020, more than 65.4 The market is filled with brands competing for 
consumers’ attention and dollars, saturating the market with competing 
claims of refreshment, flavor, and taste.  Meanwhile, White Claw and Truly, 
which have been in the market since 2016, own 75% of market share.5   
  
Michelob ULTRA needed to find a way to make itself relevant to seltzer 
drinkers, to drive consideration and trial of Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer-
So we would take on the biggest complaint of hard seltzers — that they 
taste fake6 — and bring an organic seltzer to market that offered something 
different, something real.   
  
With our goals mapped out, we set out to understand who to speak to and 
why they would care about the 66th hard seltzer on the market.  
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Methodology  
In such a competitive market, it was crucial to find a way to matter to 
consumers.   
  
We started by targeting an audience distinct from the competition  
The hard seltzer category typically targets a young audience, 21–30, with 
communications centered around partying with friends.7 This had led to 
backlash around hard seltzer being seen as a low-brow, and cheap category. 
It was something people — especially adults in their 30s and 40s — were 
embarrassed to be seen drinking.  
 
But secondary research showed demand for a hard seltzer that was a better 
fit for a healthy lifestyle (29% of people drinking less are looking to reduce 
sugar intake)9 and one with a premium feel for more affluent drinkers (hard 
seltzer drinkers over-index as higher earners).7   
  
The needs of this mature audience weren’t being met by the current brands 
in the market. Michelob ULTRA’s equity as a brand that creates lower carb, 
lower calorie beverages could be leveraged.     
  
We identified the product truth that would resonate and build 
consideration   
We performed a comprehensive claims study to find the motivating product 
truth to center our communications around. We immediately saw real 
taste, natural ingredients, zero grams of sugar all rise to the top. We then 
cross-tabbed the claims quantitatively in a quadrant analysis to see which 
claims were both unique and drove purchase intent.10 The same claims stood 
out.    
  
Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer tastes real and has no artificial aftertaste. 
Our product truth was that we are the real seltzer. So, we would take on the 
biggest complaint of other hard seltzers, that they taste fake.9    
  
But did “real” have the cultural relevance to establish mental 
availability?   
The importance of mental availability for brand building — particularly 
alcohol brands — is well established.11 We knew that our product truth 
resonated, but if our product wasn’t “easy to mind,” our brand wouldn’t  
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grow. For that, we needed to stake our place in culture. So, we then looked 
at our product truth — real — from a cultural lens.   
  
Google Trends Search showed that searches for “fake” had doubled over the 
previous decade. The prevalence of fakery in the world was 
overwhelming: fake news, fake dating profiles, deep fakes, fake meat... it’s 
harder than ever to know what’s real anymore. All this fakery had 
created “fake fatigue.” People were clamoring for authenticity, something 
real that would stand up to the fakery. Consumers were even looking for 
brands to make a stand against the fakery, wanting them to take 
action against fake news.12 In summary, “The rise of fakery in the world has 
left us all longing for something that we know is real.”   The time was perfect 
for us to launch a hard seltzer that brought something real.   
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Creative Execution 
Our campaign, As Real as It Tastes, set out to satisfy customers’ need to 
understand what is real vs. what is fake in two ways:  
  

1. Real vs. fake in culture to establish mental availability  
2. Real vs. fake in the world of hard seltzers to build 
consideration  

  
1. Real vs. fake in culture to build mental availability   

We launched by taking on the biggest fakery at the world’s biggest brand 
event: the relationship between celebrities and brands at the Super Bowl. 
The Super Bowl has become a veritable arms race to see which brands can 
make the biggest celebrities bend over backwards to hawk their products. 
And let’s face it — sometimes, the celebrity’s passion for the product isn’t 
even real. So to demonstrate our campaign message that things often aren’t 
as real as they seem, we followed suit, filling our Super Bowl spot with as 
many celebrities as possible... except they were look-alikes.   
  
During the spot: Our spot featured celebrity doppelgängers talking about 
the real reasons to crave Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer. “Usher” wanted 
no carbs. “Lucy Liu” wanted no sugar. “Megan Fox” wanted no artificial 
aftertaste. At the end of the spot, a real celebrity (Don Cheadle) revealed 
the punchline: Sometimes things aren’t as real as they seem, just like hard 
seltzers.   
  
Before the game: In addition to the game day spot, we teased the idea in 
the lead-up to the Super Bowl on social: Our celebrity look-alikes appeared 
with their faces obscured by our new organic seltzer.  
  
During the game: We kept the conversation going on Twitter. Don Cheadle 
and his look-alike, his real-life brother Colin, gave a “real take” on pop-
culture moments during the game: halftime show, plays, brands, and more. 
These aired on Twitter during the commercial breaks at relevant moments in 
the show.  
  
Post-game: To continue championing real over fake, we launched a Twitter 
promotion where people could exchange their fake followers for real seltzer. 
We helped people discover which of their followers were bots, and in 
exchange we provided them with real Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer.   
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2. Real vs. fake in the world of seltzers to build 
consideration  

We also created entertaining, educational product stories that built the real 
difference of Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer and teased the artificiality of 
our competitors.   
  
Knowing that real taste and real fruit were important for our audience, we 
worked hard to visually build the association with real fruit to drive taste 
appeal. Each spot featured a different flavor, but used a similar construct: 
juxtaposing our real, organic seltzer against an artificial competitor seltzer.  
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Business Results/Lessons Learned  
Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer only launched in January 2021, but the 
results are already very promising for a new brand launch.   
  
As a reminder, we had set ourselves two goals for this campaign:   
  

1. Establish mental availability    
2. Build consideration  

  
We have made progress against both goals, with lots of positive 
momentum.   
  
1. Establish Mental Availability  
  
Since launch, we have tracked our share of social conversation, to 
understand if the brand is making a mark in culture. The brand has 
consistently improved our social share of conversation: increasing  
 
by 151% between January and March. We went from nonexistent in the 
category to #3 most talked about, challenging hard seltzer juggernauts 
White Claw and Truly. Not too bad for a beer brand 2 months into trying its 
hand at hard seltzer. And awareness is already at 20%, meaning 1 in 4 
Americans are already aware of the brand13.   
  
2. Build Consideration   
  
‘Better for you’ is one of the top 3 drivers for consumers in the seltzer 
category. We have quickly established ULTRA Organic Seltzer as the #1 
“better for you” brand, significantly, ahead of category leaders like White 
Claw and Truly14.   
  
This perception has been driven by our singular focus on our product truth, 
“As Real As It Tastes,” and aided by leveraging the established equity that 
Michelob ULTRA has as a lower carb, lower calorie option.   
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Within the Seltzer category, ULTRA leads ‘Premium Brand’ perception and is 
ahead of all challenger brands (excl WC and Truly) in ‘High Quality’ and 
‘Balanced Lifestyle’ perceptions, proving communication to be effective13.  
  
And it’s already paying off in sales performance   
  
The brand has quickly established itself in a very competitive category.   
  
Michelob ULTRA Organic Seltzer is the 2nd biggest share gainer within the 
portfolio, outpaced only by category leader Truly,12 which has been in the 
market since 2016.   
  
For a new brand in the most competitive alcohol segment, our campaign 
celebrating what’s real... is making a real business difference.     
 


